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PART III EXAM REVIEW – Chapters 9 - 12
CHAPTER 9 – Graphic Design and The Industrial Revolution

MANUFACTURING, 1760-1840
Factories, machine manufacturing, and
divisions of labor changed an agricultural
society to an industrial one. New laws
governing child labor and workers rights
were implemented to stop abuses.

STEAM POWER, 1780-1920
In 1814, Friedrich Koenig developed
the first steam-powered printing press.
This led to faster production to meet
the needs of an increasingly urbanized
society: books & broadsheets made way
for advertising, posters and magazines.

EGYPTIAN FACES, 1815-1820s
So named due to the popularity of all
things Egyptian (thanks to Napoleon’s
invasion of Egypt in 1798-99). This type
conveyed a bold mechanical feeling with
thick slab serifs. This style of type was
also known as Antique or Machine.

TUSCAN FACES, 1815
One of many variations of the Antique
and Egyptian types, characterized by
serifs that were extended, curved, added
points and ornaments.

SANS SERIF TYPE, 1816
William Caslon IV made his two-line
English Egyptian closely resemble an
Egyptian face with the serifs removed.
Quietly introduced at the beginning
of the 19th century, it would become a
major innovation in graphic design.

WOOD TYPE, 1827
An American innovation, huge display
fonts were carved from wood. A router
was invented to economically mass
produce new & ever-changing typefaces.

FAT FACES, 1803-1821
London type founders started creating
larger and bolder letters known as Fat
Faces: a roman type whose contrast
and weight have been increased by
expanding the thickness of the heavy
strokes. To construct larger type, letters
were cast in sand to mold the metal type.

WOOD TYPE POSTERS, 1828-1900s
Designs were composed from a range of
sizes and styles, weights and ornamental
types; each carved from wood and tightly
organized in blocks.
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LETTERPRESS, 1455-1900s
Johannes Gutenberg’s method of relief
printing used a printing press, movable
type, wood type, and metal engravings
that were locked in frames, inked and
imprinted on paper a sheet at a time.

LITHOGRAPHY, 1796
The Greek term means “stone writing.”
Grease pencil drawings were made on
smooth stones, then spread with water
which was repelled by the grease pencil
to which an oil-based ink was applied
with a roller. The image was transferred
to paper with a printing press.

CHROMALITHOGRAPHY, 1800s
Improvements in color printing meant
that fanciful package designs flourished
during the Victorian era. In 1875, Robert
Barclay patented his offset lithography:
the inked stone transferred the image to
a non-absorbent cardboard cylinder and
immediately transferred to the tin.

VICTORIAN TYPOGRAPHY, 1800s
Without the limitations of letterpress,
Victorian designers could invent any
letterform that suited their fancy.
Ornate typefaces could be drawn in
arches and curves. Images could be
overlapped and detailed borders and
ornaments could be added anywhere.

PHOTOGRAPHY, 1822
Joseph Nièpce invented photography
while searching for a way to make images
on printing plates other than by handengraving. A light-sensitive coated plate
was exposed through a camera obscura,
pointed at a view from his window. This
developed into photoengraved graphics.

LINOTYPE, 1886
Composing metal type by hand was
forever changed by this typesetting
machine that used a keyboard and
brass matrices of type that fell neatly
into lines of text, poured with molten
lead and cast into slugs of raised type.
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WILLIAM MORRIS fabric design, 1883
Considered the leader of the Arts &
Crafts movement, he deplored the poor
quality of mass produced goods. He
designed furniture, fabrics, and books
and also fought for social reforms like
worker benefits, truth in advertising,
better housing and education.

CENTURY GUILD, Hobby Horse, 1884
A young architect and a follower of
Wm. Morris’ passion for craftsmanship,
Arthur Mackmurdo founded a group
devoted to the Arts and Crafts
movement and he published this trade
journal which helped spread its ideas
throughout Europe.

KELMSCOTT PRESS, 1896
Founded by William Morris in 1891
because he loved books and was
committed to capturing the beauty of
incunabula printings. He made his own
Gothic and roman types, initials, borders
and woodcut illustrations printed on
handmade papers.
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THE DOVES PRESS BIBLE, 1903
This masterpiece in design was published
during the private press movement
in Europe. Their philosophy preferred
“pure typography” over illustration and
ornaments. Books were works of art made
up of elegant type and perfect presswork.

TYPE RENAISSANCE IN AMERICA,
1911
The passion for Victorian typefaces
began to fade in the 1890s. American
designer Frederic Goudy designed a
total of 122 typefaces, many based on
Venetian and French Renaissance type.

BOOK DESIGN RENAISSANCE, 1933
The long-range influence of Wm. Morris
significantly upgraded book design
around the world. American designer
Bruce Rogers created this French
Renaissance design with a woodcut
border for the New York Grolier Club.

UKIYO-E, 1600-1880
The term means “pictures of the floating
world” and these traditional woodblock
prints depict scenes and actors from
theatrical plays, prominent prostitutes
and courtesans, and elements of the
entertainment districts in Edo, Japan.

JAPONISME, 1850s-1900
The late 19th century saw a Western
mania for “all things Japanese.” Books
and prints of nature and ordinary scenes
from life were treasured in Europe for
their simplified appearance, flat color
and calligraphic linework.

JULES CHERET, 1893
The transition from Victorian graphics
to the art nouveau style was gradual. In
Paris, Jules Cheret’s over-sized street
posters of free-spirited women took
Paris by storm. A trained lithographer,
he drew his color plates on stones.

HENRI DE TOULOUSE-LAUTREC, 1891
During le belle époche (the beautiful
era, late 1890s) Toulouse-Lautrec used
dynamic patterns of flat planes and
simplified shapes in his poster designs,
many of which featured entertainers, Paris
cabarets and scenes inside nightclubs.

AUBREY BEARDSLEY, 1895
He combined the flowing lines of
Japanese block prints with a love for
Morris’ Kelmscott printings. He also
enjoyed a reputation for shocking his
English countrymen with erotic imagery
that found greater acceptance in France.

ALPHONSE MUCHA, 1898
Sensuous women with stylized hair
patterns became a hallmark of the Art
Nouveau period. As a young Czech artist,
Mucha came to Paris to find work at
a printer and made his mark creating
theater and advertising posters.
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WILLIAM BRADLEY, 1898
This American was a self-taught artist
inspired by both Wm, Morris and Aubrey
Beardsley. His commercial printing work
included books and literary magazines
that ignited art nouveau in America.

JUGENSTIL, 1896
Its name translates as “Youth Style,”
as the art nouveau movement came to
be called in Germany. This publication
featured art nouveau motifs on nearly
every page.

NIEWE KUNST,1898
In the Netherlands, art nouveau became
the “New Style.” Dutch architect and
designer Henri Clemens van de Velde
created this abstract poster design for a
food concentrate (egg whites).
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THE GLASCOW SCHOOL, 1895
Four Scottish art students developed a
style from art nouveau and Arts & Crafts
featuring abstract florals and mystical
human figures surrounded by thin
straight lines and flowing curves within
circles and rectangles.

TALWIN MORRIS, 1908
Talwin Morris, who was influenced by
the Glascow Four, applied the geometric
and floral elements in his book designs.
He introduced the new ideas and visual
forms of modern architecture and design
to the English public.

THE VIENNA SECESSION, 1897
In a clash between traditional art and
new ideas, the Vienna Secession formed
in Austria to encourage exhibitions
of new art by avant garde artists and
craftsmen —who were not welcomed in
the galleries of Paris and most of Europe.

VER SACRUM (Sacred Spring), 1898
This magazine had a changing editorial
staff of artists, designers, and unpaid
contributors. Its first edition depicted
a tree which had outgrown its pot, as a
symbol of the Sezessionstil movement.

ALFRED ROLLER, Exhibit poster, 1902
The Secessionist designers moved
away from the art nouveau & Glascow
influences toward more geometric type,
patterns, symbolic images, and abstract
designs.

PETER BEHRENS, 1908
Known as “the first industrial designer,”
Behrens used mathematical proportions
and grid systems in his designs. In this
poster, electric elements structure the
space and symbolize radiant energy.

